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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the participation of the CBNU team at the
TREC Clinical Decision Support track 2015. We propose a query
expansion method based on a clinical semantic knowledge and a
topic model. The clinical semantic knowledge is constructed by
using medical terms extracted from Unified Medical Language
System (UMLS) and Wikipedia articles. The word and document
topics are generated by using a topic model for a document
collection. The proposed methods achieved 0.2327 and 0.3033 in
the inferred NDCG on Task A and Task B, respectively.
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INTRODUCTION

The goal of the Clinical Decision Support (CDS) Track is to
retrieve biomedical articles relevant for answering generic clinical
questions about medical records [1].
Basically, we assume that disease terms are helpful for query
expansion for all kind of query types. Besides, the different kinds
of expansion terms would be effective according to the query
types such as diagnosis, treatment, and test.
In our participation to TREC 2015 CDS, we propose a query
expansion method based on a clinical semantic knowledge and a
topic model. The first step is to establish a clinical semantic
knowledge by using medical terms extracted from Unified
Medical Language System (UMLS) [3] concepts and Wikipedia
articles. The second step is to generate document topics and word
topics for the CDS document collection using Latent Dirichlet
Allocation(LDA). Then the query expansion step is to select
expansion terms from clinical semantic knowledge, and word
topics associated with the document topics of an initial retrieval
set.
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types. The clinical categories defined are Disease, Symptom, Test,
and Treatment. Table 1 shows the clinical categories and the
associated UMLS semantic types.
Table 1. Four clinical categories for a query expansion
Clinical
categories

UMLS semantic types

# of
concepts
(terms)

Disease

“Anatomical Abnormality”,
“Congenital Abnormality”,
“Acquired Abnormality”,
“Pathologic Function”, “Disease or
Syndrome”, “Mental or Behavior
Dysfunction”, “Neoplastic Process”

610,356

Symptom

“Signs and Symptoms”, “Pathologic
Function”, “Disease or Syndrome”,
“Mental or Behavior Dysfunction”,
“Neoplastic Process”, “Finding”

1,224,254

Test

“Medical Device”, “Drug Delivery
Device”, “Research Device”,
“Indicator, Reagent, or Diagnostic
Acid”, “Laboratory Procedure”,
“Diagnostic Procedure”

296,161

Treatment

“Biomedical or Dental Material”,
“Therapeutic or Preventive
Procedure”, “Clinical Drug”,
“Pharmacologic Substance”,
“Antibiotic”, “Biologically Active
Substance”, “Neuroreactive
Substance or Biogenic Amine”,
“Hormone”, “Enzyme”, “Vitamin”,
“Immunologic Factor”, “Receptor”,
“Amino Acid, Peptide, or Protein”

609,675

ESTABLISHING A CLINICAL
SEMANTIC KNOWLEDGE BASED ON
UMLS AND WIKIPEDIA
2.1 Defining clinical categories for UMLS
semantic types

2.2

The UMLS semantic types represent intensional knowledge, while
the UMLS concepts that are assigned to those types represent
extensional knowledge.

The Wikipedia article [2] consists of title, abstract, and
contents. Here, disease terms are extracted from the “title” part.

We have defined four clinical categories for 27 semantic types
which are related to medical terms among a total of 133 semantic

Establishing a clinical semantic
knowledge from Wikipedia and UMLS

Wikipedia articles are used for enriching a Clinical semantic
knowledge. The articles are extracted by using UMLS terms
belong to the Disease and Symptom clinical category. The number
of Wikipedia articles extracted is 60,982.

Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) is a generative probabilistic
model. The basic idea is that documents are represented as
random mixtures over latent topics, where each topic is
characterized by a distribution over words [4]. Our system runs a
query expansion using the words topics corresponding to the
documents topics for the initial retrieval set.

3.
The seven fields of the “contents” part are used for extraction
of medical information: “Signs and symptoms”, “Diagnosis”,
“Characteristics”, “Complications”, “Screening”, “Treatment”,

SELECTING EXPANSION TERMS
FROM THE CLINICAL SEMANTIC
KNOWLEDGE AND TOPICS
3.1 Expansion terms from the clinical
semantic knowledge

Table 2 shows that the fields of contents corresponding to the
clinical categories.

For a query expansion, the medical terms are selected based on
our clinical semantic knowledge.

Figure 1. The example of a Wikipedia article

Table 2. Fields in a Wikipedia article for the clinical
categories
Clinical
categories

Fields of Contents

# of UMLS
concepts

The expansion terms are selected as follows:
1)
2)

Disease

title

18,442

3)

Symptom

“Signs and symptoms”,
“Diagnosis”, “Characteristics”,
“Complications” field

70,312

4)

Test

“Diagnosis”, “Screening” field

36,048

Treatment

“Treatment”, “Management” field

57,625

Extracting symptom terms from a query.
Selecting disease terms based on the symptom terms in th
e query and SYMPTOM-DISEASE relations.
Selecting symptom, test, and treatment terms based on DI
SEASE-SYMPTOM, DISEASE-TEST, and “DISEASE-T
REATMENT relations.
Selecting expansion terms according to the highest freque
ncy.

The terms for Symptom, Test, and Treatment are extracted
from the corresponding fields of contents in a Wikipedia page, as
shown in Table 2. The terms are extracted from “Signs and
symptoms”, “Diagnosis”, “Characteristics”, and “Complications”
fields for the Symptom category, the terms are extracted from
“Diagnosis”, and “Screening” fields for the Test category, and the
terms are extracted from “Treatment”, “Management” fields for
the Treatment category.
When the Wikipedia page does not have such fields in the
contents, the terms for Symptom, Test, and Treatment category
are extracted from the abstract part.
A clinical semantic knowledge is established from these terms
extracted by matching UMLS.

Figure 2. Selecting expansion terms based on the clinical
semantic knowledge

3.2

The clinical semantic knowledge forms are as follow:







2.3

SYMPTOM-DISEASE relation: < symptom: disease1, dis
ease2 ... >
DISEASE-SYMPTOM relation: < disease: symptom1, sy
mptom2 … >
TEST-DISEASE relation: < test: disease1, disease2 ... >
DISEASE-TEST relation: < disease: test1, test2 … >
TREATMENT-DISEASE relation: < treatment: disease1,
disease2 ... >
DISEASE-TREATMENT relation: < disease: treatment1,
treatment2 … >

Generating documents and words topics

On the other hand, we have used documents topics and words topi
cs for a query expansion. The topics are generated for the docume
nt collection using LDA.

Expansion terms from documents and
words topics

For the initial retrieval set, document topics are selected when the
document topic contains the top-retrieved documents (R) in the
highest rank (M). Then the corresponding word topics are selected
when the word topic contains query terms (S ) in the highest rank
(N).
If the document topic and the word topic selected are the same
topic, then expansion terms are selected from the word topics.
The parameters are learned by using the TREC 2014 CDS
collection.





# of topics (D): {50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 500}
# of words in the highest rank in a word topic (N): {10, 13
, 15, 17, 20, 25}
# of query terms belong to a word topic (S): {4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10}
# of documents in the highest rank in a document topic (M
): {50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 500}




# of retrieved documents (R): {100, 200, 500, 1000}
# of the retrieved documents belong to a document topic (
T): {10, 15, 20, 25, 50}
Note that the bold character indicates the final parameter.

3.3

Expansion terms from synonym of
disease terms

The synonyms of disease terms are used for a query expansion.
In the UMLS Metathesaurus, each unique medical concept is
associated with a "concept unique identifier" or CUI such that all
entries in the Metathesaurus which refer to the same concept share
the same CUI.
Wikipedia also contains pages called redirects which do not
contain content themselves, but rather redirect a user to another
article (or section of an article). Redirects typically embody
alternate names, spellings, forms, closely related words,
alternately punctuated or encoded forms, less specific forms in
which the redirected name is the primary topic, or more specific
forms of some other page.
The synonyms of disease terms are selected by UMLS CUI and
Wikipedia redirects.







# of disease terms (e1): {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, …, 50}
# of symptom terms (e2): {5, 10, 15, …, 50}
# of test terms (e3): {5, 10, 15, 20}
# of treatment terms (e4) : {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30}
The weight of symptom terms (α): {0.1, 0.2, …, 0.7
, 0.8 0.9}

The weight of test terms (β): {0.1, 0.2, …, 0.5, ..., 0.
9}

The we ig ht o f tre a tme nt te rms (γ): {0.1, 0.2,
…, 0.7, 0.8 0.9}
Bold character indicates final parameter.

4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Run description
In our experiments for Task A, the query type information is not
used for a query expansion. For Task B, the different kinds of
expansion terms are selected according to the query types.
Our methods for task A are described as follows:




3.4

Expansion terms according to the query
types (Task B)

The different kinds of expansion terms would be effective
according to the query types such as diagnosis, treatment, and test.
In our experiments, the expansion terms are selected according to
the query types. The query types and expansion term categories
are as follow.
Table 3. Expansion terms according to the query types
TREC CDS
Query Types

Expansion terms

Diagnosis

Disease and Symptom terms from Disease
and Symptom categories

Test

Disease and Test terms from Disease and
Test categories

Treatment

Disease and Treatment terms from Disease
and Treatment categories

cbnu0: Baseline Language model
cbnu1: query expansion based on the clinical semantic kn
owledge (section 3.1)
cbnu2: query expansion based on the clinical semantic kn
owledge and LDA (section 3.1 and 3.2)

Our methods for task B are described as follows:
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cbnu0’: Baseline Language model with terms in TREC Di
agnosis field
cbnu3: query expansion based on the clinical semantic kn
owledge and LDA according to the query types (section 3.
1, 3.2, and 3.4)
cbnu4: query expansion using medical terms and synony
m disease terms based on the clinical semantic knowledge
according to the query types(section 3.1, 3.3, and 3.4)
cbnu5: query expansion using medical terms and synony
m disease terms based on the clinical semantic knowledge
and LDA according to query types(section 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 an
d 3.4)

Experimental Results

The experimental results for Task A are shown in Table 4:
Table 4. Experimental results for task A

3.5

Query expansion methods

Expansion terms are gained through section 3.1 to 3.4. In our
experiment, the Indri search engine [5] is used for the query
likelihood (QL) model with Dirichlet prior smoothing as our
baseline.
The final score is a combination of scores received from the
original query and expanded query. The expanded query consists
of disease, symptom, test, and treatment terms. The weight of
disease terms is assigned as 1.
The parameters are learned by using TREC 2014 CDS
collection:



the weight of the original query (λ): {0.1, 0.2, 0.3,
…, 0.9}
# of expansion terms (e=e1+e2+e3+e4): {20, 25, 30,
35, 40, 45, 50…, 150}

RunID

infNDCG

R-prec

P@10

cbnu0

0.2179

0.1863

0.3733

cbnu1

0.2317

0.1954

0.3833

cbnu2

0.2327

0.1913

0.3967

The experimental results for Task B are shown in Table 5:
Table 5. Experimental results for task B
RunID

infNDCG

R-prec

P@10

cbnu0’

0.2779

0.2265

0.4600

cbnu3

0.2260

0.1836

0.4000

cbnu4

0.2917

0.2456

0.4900

cbnu5

5.

0.3033

0.2503

0.4800

CONCLUSIONS

Combining the clinical semantic knowledge extracted from
UMLS and Wikipedia with a topic model is effective for TREC
Clinical Decision Support Track. In our experiments for Task A,
the query type information is not used for a query expansion. For
Task B, the different kinds of expansion terms are selected
according to the query types. The proposed methods achieved
0.2327 and 0.3033 in the inferred NDCG on Task A and Task B,
respectively.
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